INTERNET PRESENCE COMMITTEE
Minutes
August 22, 2013

Members Present: Sharon Ashton, Lucy Croft, Marianne Jaffee and Lance Taylor

Others Present: Dmitriy Bond, Cathy Cole, Jamie Spruell and Marian Watters

1. Rotating banners on the UNF homepage

The IPC approved the addition on 11 new banner images to be used on the UNF homepage. These images highlight different programs and students. The IPC decided to not approve the use of the banners on the UNF homepage as a marketing tool for events. Instead the IPC would like the homepage to be redesign for a more updated/current look. The request by the Graduate School to have a banner on the UNF homepage to promote their event was declined but it was approved for the banner to be added to the prospective student page.

ACTION ITEM: Cathy Cole and Jamie Spruell will add graduate school banner to the prospective student landing page. IPC will continue the discussion on rotating banners after the homepage has gone through a redesign.

2. Changes to the IPC bylaws

Updates to the IPC bylaws need to be made to show changes in current members and the appointment of new members. Changes include the addition of a new member for the DAA division and changes in titles for the current voting members.

✓ Motion approved and passed.

Items to carry over to next meeting

- The creation of faculty research or cross-departmental websites in the CMS
- CMS User Group
- URL for the new virtual campus map

Next IPC Meeting September 29, 2013
Alumni Hall, Building 60, Alumni Boardroom - 2nd Floor